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### Links to Historical Feature Articles

**Stories**
- The 1911 Prohibition on Poi
- Cemetery Shortage in Honolulu in the Early 1900s
- Development of Hotels in Waikiki
- Digging Up Bones of Native Hawaiian Warriors in a Heiau
- Duke Kahanamoku in U.S. Newspapers
- Hawaii Holomua's Fiery Insults
- Hawaii Holomua's Role in the 1895 Counter-Revolution of Hawaii
- Hawaii Newspaper Categories
- Hula on the Mainland United States
- Illegal Pet Mongooses in San Francisco
- Mongooses in Hawaii Newspapers
- Native Hawaiians in the Mainland U.S. in the 1800s
- Odds and Ends in Hawaii Newspapers
- The Punchbowl Ghost!
- The Royal Hawaiian Band in U.S. Newspapers
- Volcanoes and Hawaii Newspapers

**Newspaper Sections**
- Bloopers in Newspaper Layouts
- Food Conservation during World War I in American Newspapers
- Genealogical Research on Chronicling America
- Historical Political Cartoons About Hawaii
- Obituaries in Hawaii Newspapers
- Public Notices (Legal Ads) in Hawaii Newspapers
- Shipping News in Hawaii
- Women's Section

**Advertisements**
- The 1895 Cholera Epidemic
- Burying Loved Ones in Hawaii
- Hawaiian Music Records
- Horseracing in Hawaii
- Primo Bever's Health Benefit Claims
VALUE ADDED/SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT

• Flickr ‘Chronicling America’ collection sets
SOCIAL MEDIA OUTREACH

- “100 years ago in the US” from LC
- “100 years ago in Hawai‘i”
- Major events: Queen Liliuokalani’s birthday, Titanic sinking
• Integrated Chronicling America into library instruction sessions
• Presented at state-wide conferences
• Presented at the 2010 Pacific Islands Association of Libraries and Archives, Chuuk, Federated States of Micronesia
• Presented at LIS courses
• Roadshows to public library and high schools in Oahu and Hawaii

• Include CA materials in library welcome package
• Create and include HI own state-wide materials; bookmarks, posters, swags
USING OUR RESOURCES

• Cyrus Kiani’s Hawaiian Star data visualization project

• UHM Library Gallery Hoena Wale No/Only Paddling! Exhibit
USING OUR RESOURCES

• Library Exhibit
• News entries: Queen Liliuokalani's birthday, Maui News century celebration, campus newspaper, magazine, newsletters
• Blogosphere: genealogy entries, Nupepa, @hawaii update, researching power and energy, & Portuguese in HI
Response to Ernest A. Mott-Smith’s Letter in San Francisco Call, 1912.

THE STATE OF LEPROSY IN HAWAII NEI

In the newspaper, the “Call” of San Francisco, of the 14th of August, in a section of that newspaper dealing with Hawaii, is where we saw a very important idea given by Mott-Smith, the secretary of the Territory of Hawaii, describing matters related to Leprosy in Hawaii nei. We understand the thoughts of Mr. Mott-Smith that Leprosy isn’t a contagious disease like what was believed long ago; it is only weakly
Questions,
Suggestions,
& Comments?
Mahalo!